CAESAR     IN      ABYSSINIA
rains, which began in the middle of June and which
stopped all operations in the plateau until the middle of
October.
The one measure which could have maintained Ethiopian
resistance and so enabled sanctions already imposed upon
Italy to gather full weight, would have been a munitions
loan : either from the League Powers, or from Great
Britain, One would have thought that the Powers which
crucified Ethiopia upon the arms embargo would at least
have sought for some means to make amends. One would
have thought that the collective security system, about
which they made such moving speeches, and the establish-
ment of a common victorious front against aggression was
worth even more than two million pounds.
The rains peter out in Ethiopia amid scenes of high
religious fervour. The Ethiopian feels very near to the soil
and his primitive gods when the wind veers into the north.
Large yellow daisies sprout in millions over the fields, and
the Shoan plain, outside its grey patches of eucalyptus, is
splashed with astounding colour.
The Emperor draws closer to his people : he appears at
two public festivals. His foreign advisers saw him little
during the week between. Like his people he was putting
on the ancient Ethiopia and preparing for war.
Market days were every day. A huge traffic in old
cartridges, gourds, pack-saddles, pots and pans for the
journey of the Shoans to the far north. Coffee, dried peas,
and the grain of 'tef made the necessary provisions for the
journey. Roll upon roll of khaki went from Mohainedally's.
The chiefs were buying themselves the most expensive and
showy apparatus that they could find : powerful revolvers
in brilliant leather holsters were the favourite choice. A
revolver was, so the Europeans showed, symbolical of high
command. Gas masks at a high price were advertised in
the vernacular press.
A spate of art encouraged the people. From the startling
blue sky tortured, three-motor monoplanes fell to earth in
dozens before the artful shots of three or iour Ethiopians
ensconced in ideally umbrageous trees. Gnashing hyenas
devoured aviators. Pistols were discharged into tanks by
heroes in hundreds.

